Suppose that from a given mathematical structure^) S we have constructed in some canonical fashion two vector spaces over the same field, say V and W. If g is an automorphism^) of S then there will be induced by g automorphisms R.J and Rj of V and W respectively, and the mappings Rv: g-*R% and Rw: g-^Rj will be representations of the group G of all automorphisms of 5 in the vector spaces V and W. Let us denote by &(V, W) the space of intertwining operators for these two representations, that is to say the vector space of linear mappings T of V into W which are equivariant in the sense that TRj = R^T for all gEG. Now in general the space of intertwining operators is the basic object of interest in studying therelation between two representations of the same group. In the case of representations arising as above moreover the space of intertwining operators is of considerable interest in its own right, for the equivariance condition becomes in this setting what is usually referred to as a "naturality" condition, so that elements of S(V, W) might well be termed the natural linear maps of V into W. The "natural"
Introduction.
Suppose that from a given mathematical structure^) S we have constructed in some canonical fashion two vector spaces over the same field, say V and W. If g is an automorphism^) of S then there will be induced by g automorphisms R.J and Rj of V and W respectively, and the mappings Rv: g-*R% and Rw: g-^Rj will be representations of the group G of all automorphisms of 5 in the vector spaces V and W. Let us denote by &(V, W) the space of intertwining operators for these two representations, that is to say the vector space of linear mappings T of V into W which are equivariant in the sense that TRj = R^T for all gEG. Now in general the space of intertwining operators is the basic object of interest in studying therelation between two representations of the same group. In the case of representations arising as above moreover the space of intertwining operators is of considerable interest in its own right, for the equivariance condition becomes in this setting what is usually referred to as a "naturality" condition, so that elements of S(V, W) might well be termed the natural linear maps of V into W. The "natural"
here means relative to the way that V and W are constructed out of S of course.
In the present paper we will solve explicitly the problem of determining the spaces 3(V, W) for the case that 5 is a differentiable manifold and V and W are certain spaces of tensor fields on 5. Before stating the results we introduce some notation which will be fixed for the remainder of the paper.
2. Notation. M will denote a connected, re-dimensional differentiable(2) manifold. For some purposes M will have to be compact but this assumption will always appear explicitly. The tangent space to M at a point m will be denoted by Mm and we use (Mm)Ts to denote the space (®rMm) ®(®*M*) of tensors at m contravariant of rank r and covariant of rank j. Elements of this space are multilinear functionals on the cartesian product of r copies of M" and 5 copies of Mm. A tensor field T contravariant of rank r and covariant of rank s is a function on M which assigns to each mEM an element TmE(Mm)rs. Defining differentiability for tensor fields in the customary manner, the set of differentiable tensor fields on M which are contravariant of rank r and covariant of rank 5 becomes a real vector space Vs under pointwise linear operations. As is usual we identify each (Mm)° with the field of real numbers so that V° is the space of differentiable real valued functions on M.
We denote by 3(Af) the direct sum 0",~0 V,. 
a formula which we will have occasion to refer to several times during explicit computations. These representations R: cp-yRj, of G in each VI define a representation of G also denoted by R in 3(M). By an Af-tensor space we mean an invariant subspace of 3(M) under this representation and we will use the already overworked symbol R to denote the restricted representation of G in each Mtensor space.
We now introduce a topology T" in G which will be used only to define the notion of continuous arcs. A neighborhood base for the identity is given as follows: let (x) = (xi • • • xn) be a coordinate system in a coordinate neighborhood U of M, let K be a compact subset of U and € a positive number; then a typical element of a neighborhood base at the identity is given by N((x), U, K, k, e) which consists of all cpEG for which cp(K)C^U and for which all derivatives up to order k of the functions Xi oe/i with respect to the Xj are uniformly within e of the corresponding derivatives of x< on K (k is any non-negative integer and we consider the identity operator a zero order derivative). This topology makes G into a topological group(3). An arc in G relative to T°° is called an isotopy. Let Gc be the subgroup of G consisting of those (p for which there exists a compact subset K of M such that (j> maps M -K identically and let G0 be the arc component of the identity in Gc relative to T™. It is easily seen that Go is a normal subgroup of G.
Ii V is an M-tensor space we will denote by i?° the restriction to G0 of the representation R of G in V. If V and W are two if-tensor spaces then we will denote by 8( V, W) the space of intertwining operators for the representations R of G in V and W, and by d°( V, W) the space of intertwining operators for the representations R° of Go in V and W. Clearly 3(V, W)CZS"(V, W). Generally speaking &°( V, W) may have a few interesting operators not in 8( V, W), and it is easy to determine S(V, W) once 3°(V, W) is known. In succeeding papers we expect to investigate the general problem of determining these spaces of intertwining operators.
In the present paper we solve what are perhaps the most interesting special cases; namely when V and W are spaces of differential forms.
3. Results. Let <i>pC: Vp he the space of differential forms of degree p on M, d":$p-><&p+1 the exterior derivative restricted to $p, Zp = null space of dp = space of closed forms of degree p, and Bp = image of dp~1 = space of exact forms of degree p. For each of the above spaces we denote the subspace of elements with compact support by using a subscript c; thus Bvc is the space of exact £-forms with compact support. Our results are the following(4): 3°($p, $«) =3($p, <t><0=0 if O^p^n, 0<q^n, and q^p, p + l; d°($p, <£>") =d($p, i>p) = constant multiples of the identity map if p>0; d°(<$p, &+1) =$($p, <i>*>+1) = constant multiples of dp; if M is compact then in addition * A suggestion by Professor I. E. Segal that amounted to a conjecture of this fact was the motivation for the author's work on this paper. I would like to thank Professor Segal both for this and for many interesting conversations concerning the general subject matter of this paper. We note in passing that this particular result says that the exterior derivative on />-forms is determined to within a scalar factor by the condition that it be a linear mapping into p-\-\ forms which commutes with all diffeomorphisms. This is a considerably simpler and more intrinsic axiomatic characterization of the exterior derivative than the usual one (cf. p. 10 of Lie groups and differential geometry, K. Nomizu, Tokyo, 1956) . In particular the fact that dp+i 0^ = 0 follows automatically from £($*, *p+2) =0. is the same for all yE Y; v is called the number of sheets of the covering and if v is a finite integer n then /is called a finite covering or more specifically an w-sheeted covering.
It is clear that a covering map is a local homeomorphism. The converse is false and the difference between the two concepts is rather complicated in general. However for finite coverings we have 4.1. Lemma. If X and Y are connected and f: AT->F is a local homeomorphism for which there is an integer n such that f~1(y) has exactly n points for each yEY thenf is an n-sheeted covering.
Proof. Given yEY let f~1(y) = {x\ ■ ■ ■ , xn] and let W\ ■ ■ ■ , Wn be disjoint neighborhoods of the x' such that/ maps each Wi homeomorphically onto a neighborhood of y. Let V be the component of y in C1"=1/(JF') and let i7* = component of x' in f~1(V)C\Wi.
The fact that/ is uniformly M-to-one insures that U1, ■ ■ ■ , Un are all the components of/_1(F) and each is clearly mapped homeomorphically onto V. q.e.d. It is well-known that if X and Y are connected and X compact then a local homeomorphism of X into F is a finite covering. The following generalization of this fact is perhaps also fairly well-known, but it does not seem to appear in the literature.
Theorem.
Let X and Y be connected, locally connected, and locally compact Hausdorff spaces. A necessary and sufficient condition for a local homeomorphism f: X-+Y to be a finite covering is that the inverse image by f of each compact subset of Y is a compact subset of X.
Proof. Necessity is obvious so we prove only sufficiency. Let F" = {yEY:f~1(y) contains at least n distinct points}. Clearly the fact that/ is a local homeomorphism implies that each Fn is open. We show next that each Yn is closed. In fact let y be adherent to F" and let \ya} be a net in F" approaching y. Let x\, ■ ■ ■ , x" be distinct points in/_1(y"). By passing to a subnet of \y"} if necessary we may suppose that each {xi} approaches a limit x* in the one point compactification of X. It follows from the property assumed of/ that actually x*EX. It will suffice to show that the x{ are distinct. But if xi = x'=z with ij*j there would be distinct points x\ and xi arbitrarily close to z with f(xi") =f(xi) =y", contradicting the local homeomorphism property of / at z. It follows now that each Yn is either empty or all of F. Let y be in the range of/. The properties assumed for/ imply that f~x(y) is both discrete and compact, and hence contains only finitely many, say re, points. Then yEYn but yEYn+i so Yn=Y and F"+i = 0 so F= F" -F"+i and by (4.1) / is an re-sheeted covering, q.e.d.
In the following ||x|| denotes the distance of a point x in Rn from the origin of Rn: \\x\\2 = Y"=i Xi-If /: Rn-^Rn then a necessary and sufficient condition that/-1 map compact sets into compact sets is clearly that lim||»n<00 ||/(x)|| = oo. Recalling that R" is simply connected the implicit function theorem gives the following corollary of (4.2), which by all rights should be a very classical theorem.
Corollary.
Let fi, ■ • ■ , f" be n real valued functions of re real variables. Necessary and sufficient conditions that the mapping f: Rn^>Rn defined by f(x) = (fi(x), ■ • • ,fn(x)) be a diffeomorphism of Rn onto itself are:
(1) det (dfi/dxj) never vanishes. (2) F° is the identity map of Rn. Proof. Let us write fi(x) =Xi+^4,(x). Then by the hypotheses on the/,-it follows that the At are differentiable functions defined near the origin of Rn and that Ai(0) = (dAi/dx,)(0) =0. Given r>0 let ov be a differentiable function of one real variable such that crr(u) = l ii O^u^r2, ar(u)=0 if wSi4r2, while for all u 0^<rr(w)^l and |<rr'(w)| <l/r2. The existence of a class C1 function with these properties is trivial, and by regularization (that is, convoluting with a C°° function of integral unity and support a small neighborhood of the origin) we can replace the C1 function by a C°° one. For r so small that all the/,-are defined in the ball of radius 3r about the origin we define
for ||x|| ^ 2r,
Fi(x, s) = Xi for ||x|| Si 2r.
Once conclusion (1) is established; the remaining conclusions are obvious. Since ^'(x) =x for ||x|| S: 2r it follows from (4.3) above that the lemma will be established if we can show that provided r is sufficiently small det(d.FJ/dxy) does not vanish in the ball ||x|| ^2r. Now since d.r?J/dxy = St-y+.sa,-y(x, r) where
it will suffice to show that a,y(x, r) approaches zero as r goes to zero, uniformly on ||x|| ^2r. Now since the Ai are differentiable functions satisfyinĝ 4,(0) = (6M,/dxy)(0) =0 it follows from Taylor's theorem that we can write Ai(x) =||x||25i (x) and (6M,-/dxy)(x) =||x||Sjy(x) where the functions |5,| and | Bij\ are bounded. Letting A^ be a bound for the latter functions and recalling that |cr/ | <l/r2 and <rr| < 1 we have |a,-y(x, r)\ ^N\\x\\(2\\x\\2/r2 + l) so that on ||x|| ±S2r we have a,y(x, r)\ ^9Nr which goes to zero uniformly in x as r goes to zero. The lemma is thereby proved. Let B(M) denote the bundle of frames of M. Each cpEG induces a diffeomorphism cp' of B(M):cp' maps the frame e = (ei, ■ ■ ■ , en) into the frame cp'(e)^(8cp(ei), ■ ■ ■ ,8<p(en)).
Lemma. G0 acts transitively on each component of B(M).
Proof. Since each element of G0 is isotopic to the identity it is clear that the partitioning of B(M) into orbits under G0 is at least as fine as the partitioning of B(M) into components.
Since we wish to show that it is not a properly finer partitioning it will suffice to show that given mEM and a frame e at m the orbit of e under G0 contains a neighborhood of e in B(M). Introducing a coordinate system at m this follows easily from the following lemma.
5.4. Lemma. Given r>0 there exists an «>0 such that given aER" and TEGL(R, n) satisfying \ai\ <e and \ 5,7-r,;| <e there is a differentiable mapping F: RnX[0, l]->i?" with the following properties:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (2) F° is the identity map of Rn; (3) F>(x)=xif\\x\\^2r; (4) F1(x) = Tx+aif\\x\\^r; (5) s->F* is an isotopy.
Proof. Let ov be a function with the properties described in the proof of (5.3). Define:
F(x, s) = x + s<Tr(\\x\\2)(Tx -x + a).
Then as in the proof of (5.3) once (1) is demonstrated the properties (2)-(5) are obvious. Now (1) will follow from (4.3) once it is shown that det (dFl/dx,) never vanishes on ||x|| ^2r, provided € is chosen sufficiently small. Since dF'i/dXj = 8ij + 2sXjo-r (\\x\\ ) I Y thxj -x{ + aA + s<rr(\\x\\2)(Tij -8i}).
Remembering that |trr| gl and |ov'| ^1/r2 we see that for O^s^l and ||a;|| <.2r
Since \\T-7|| can be made arbitrarily small by making e small enough the proof is complete.
Theorem.
Let \p be a differentiable mapping of a neighborhood of a point m of M into M, and suppose that 8\f/m is nonsingular. If M is orientable assume in addition that 8\pm is orientation preserving. Then there exists a <f> in Go such that <f>\ V=ip\ V for some neighborhood V of m.
Proof. Let e be a frame at m, and let e' = (ln[/(ei), ■ • ■ , 8ip(en)), a frame at yp(m). If M is nonorientable then B(M) is connected. If M is orientable then B(M) has two components, but in this case the extra assumption on 5i^m assures that nevertheless e and e' belong to the same component. By (5.3) we can find aEGa such that a'(e') =e. Then a o ip(m) =m and 8(a o \//) maps Mm identically so it follows from (5.1) that we can find 6EG0 such that aoxp] V=d\ V for some neighborhood V of m. Then clearly if we put <p = a~x o d the conclusion of the theorem is satisfied.
A coordinate system (x) = (xt ■ • ■ xn) in a coordinate domain U of M will be said to be centered at mE U if x,(w) =0 i=1, ■ • • , re.
5.6. Corollary.
Let (x) and (y) be coordinate systems in M centered at mi and m2 respectively. If M is orientable assume in addition that (x) and (y) are similarly oriented. There exists a (pEGo such that xf\ V = yto <p\ V, i = l, ■ ■ • , re.
The theorems of this section will be needed later on when we will need to know that there exist certain diffeomorphisms in Go having specified properties near a given point. We will need one more theorem of this type.
Let r and e be positive numbers and let 0 <c<l. Then there exists a differentiable map F: Rn X [0, 1 ]->Rn with the following properties:
(1) F": x-*F(x, s) is a diffeomorphism of Rn onto itself for each s in [0, 1 ],
(2) F° is the identity map of Rn, An easy calculation shows that the Jacobian matrix of Fs is the sum of a positive multiple of the identity matrix and a positive semi-definite matrix. Hence F" is nonsingular at every point and by (4.3) each F' is a diffeomorphism of Rn with itself. Properties (2)-(5) are then as usual easily verified.
6. Localizable operations.
Definition. Let V and W be Af-tensor spaces. A linear transformation of V into W will be called localizable ii whenever vi and v2 in V agree in a neighborhood of a point m it follows that Tvi and Tv2 also agree in a neighborhood of m. Equivalently T is localizable if whenever vEV vanishes in a neighborhood of a point m it follows that Tv vanishes at m.
6.1. Theorem. Let V and W be M-tensor spaces and suppose JFC VTS where r -s^O. Then da(V, W) consists entirely of localizable operators.
Proof. Let mEM and suppose vEV vanishes in a neighborhood
U of m. Letting T denote an arbitrary element of S"(V, W) we must show that (Tv)m = 0. If q is a real number sufficiently close to unity it follows directly from (5.4) that we can find cpEGo such that cp(m) =m, 8cpm is multiplication by q, and cp maps the complement of U identically. We note that the isomorphism of (Mm), induced by 8cpm is q*-'. Now since v vanishes in U while cp maps the complement of U identically it follows that R$v = v. Since We note that the restriction qs^O is essential. For example if M is compact and orientable then w->Jmw is a nonlocalizable element of ^0($", $°).
Corollary.
Let T be an element of one of the spaces listed in (6.2). Let w1 and w2 be in the domain of T and suppose there exist coordinate systems Proof. Choose cpEGo satisfying (5.6). From the formula (*) in §2 it follows that (R<riw2)m = wli for m in a neighborhood of mi. Since T is localizable it follows that (Tw1)m=(TR$-\w2)m for m in a neighborhood of m\. Since T is an intertwining operator we get (Tw1)m=(R^,-iTw2)m for m in a neighborhood of mi. Once again using the formula (*) our result follows directly.
Basic differential forms.
Definition.
Let w6$«, 0^g<re. We say that w is a basic q-form of the first kind at mEM if there is a coordinate system (x) centered at m with spherical domain U such that the support of w is a compact subset of U and w=fdxiA ■ • • Adxq, where/| F = x4+i| Ffor some neighborhood Fof m. We say that w is a basic g-form of the first kind if it is such at some mEM.
Definition. Let wE$q, O^q^n. We say that w is a basic q-form of the second kind at mEM ii there is a coordinate system (x) centered at m with spherical domain U such that the support of w is a compact subset of U and w=fdxiA • ■ ■ Adxq where/is constant near m. We say that w is a basic g-form of the second kind if it is such at some mEM.
Theorem.
Let (x) be a coordinate system with spherical domain U centered at mEM. Let w be a q-form with compact support included in U. If 0^q<n then w is the sum of a finite number of basic q-forms of the first and second kind at m.
Proof. Writing w=Yan---iqdxilA ' • • Adxiq we note that each summand on the right, after a reindexing of (x), takes the form gdxiA • ' ' Adxq where g is a differentiable function with support a compact subset of U, hence we may assume that w has this form. Let c be a positive real number so large that (xi, ■ ■ ■ , xq, x5+i+g/c, xq+2, • ■ • , xn) is a coordinate system in U. Let h be a differentiable function which is unity on the support of g and vanishes outside U so that g = gh. Then clearly
Now the first two forms on the right are basic g-forms of the first kind at m while the third is a basic g-form of the second kind at m so the theorem is proved.
Corollary.
Let wE$q, O^q^n, and let mEM. Then there is a neighborhood of m in which w is equal to the sum of a finite number of basic qforms of the first and second kinds at m.
Proof. First assume q<n and let U be a spherical coordinate domain centered at m. If / is a differentiable function which is equal to unity on a neighborhood of m and has as its support a compact subset of U then /t0 is equal to 70 in a neighborhood of m and we can apply (7.1) to/70. If q = n we can find an (n -l)-form a and a neighborhood of m in which w = da. We can by the first part of the proof express a in a neighborhood of m as the sum of basic n -1 forms at m. It then suffices to note that the exterior derivative of a basic (n -l)-form of the first (second) kind at m is a basic ra-form of the second kind at (is zero in a neighborhood of) m.
Lemma. If 0^q<n
and w is a basic q-form of the second kind at m, then there are points m' arbitrarily near m such that w is the sum of a basic qform of the first kind at m and a basic q-form of the first kind at m'.
Proof. Let (x) be a coordinate system with spherical domain U centered at m such that the support of 70 is a compact subset of U and such that in the coordinate sphere of radius 2r centered at m the form 70 is given by cdxiA ■ ■ ■ Adxq for some real number c. Let m! be the point of U with coordinates Xt(m') =0, i^q + 1, xq+i(m') =r. Then 70 = (l/r)xq+iw + (1 -(l/r)xq+i)w.
Putting yi = Xi, i ^ q + 1; yg+i = (c/r)xq+i and z,-= x,-, i ■£ q + 1; zq+i = c(l -(l/r)x3+i) it is clear that (y) and (2) If wE$l, 0^q<n then w is the sum of a finite number of basic q-forms of the first kind.
Proof. Because of (7.3) it will suffice to show that w is the sum of a finite It is clear that each \pc is differentiable and also that for sufficiently small c that \pc is nonsingular. It is then immediate from (4.2) and the implicit function theorem that for such small c the yp" are all diffeomorphisms of M. Moreover letting c->0 we get an isotopy of these \pc with the identity map of M so each of these \pc is contained in G0. From the formula (*) of §2 we see that if we denote the inverse of \pc by \p then R+w = w+cR,j,w. q.e.d.
The following innocuous looking result is actually the basic fact behind a number of our more difficult theorems. 7.6. Theorem. If wE$l 0^q<n then w is a finite sum of q-forms of the form cr -Rgcr where crE&l and gEG0.
Proof. Because of (7.4) we can assume that 70 is a basic g-form of the first kind. Then by (7.5) we can find c>0 and cp, \pEG0 such that w + cR^w = R^w.
Then putting g = cp~14'cp and a = R^((\/c)w) we get 70 = cr -Rya. q.e.d.
8. Invariant linear functionals. The space $° of differentiable functions on M contains as an invariant one dimensional subspace the constant functions. Since M is connected this space is just Z°. We will identify Z° with the field of real numbers so that a linear map of a real vector space into Z° is to be regarded as a linear functional. We note that if c£Z° and cpEG then R$c = c; in other words R induces the identity representation of G on Z°. It follows that if V is any Af-tensor space then 8(V, Z°) is just the space of Ginvariant linear functionals on V, i.e. linear functionals L on V such that L o R4, = L for all cpEG. Similarly S°( V, Z") is the space of Go-invariant linear functionals on V. Since Z° is a subspace of 4>° it is clear that &(V, Z°) is a subspace of S(V, *°) and that 0°(V, Z°) is a subspace of &°(V, <£°). In fact since d = d°E$($°, $l) we have: 8.1. Scholium. If V is any M-tensor space and TE8(V, <£°) (respectively, TE3°(V, $0)) then doTES(V, S1) (respectively, doTE$°(V, &1)), and TE$(V, Z°) (respectively, TEd°(V, Z0)) if and only if d o T = 0.
Using the above fact we will be able to show that in a number of cases 3(V, $°) =S(V, Z°). It is clear for example that this will always be the case when^(F, $1)=0.
It seems very unlikely to the author that there could ever exist Ginvariant linear functionals on <$9 if q<n (if M is compact, orientable, and irreversible (6) then Jm is a G-invariant linear functional on <£"), however all we can prove is the following somewhat weaker theorem.
Definition. If V is a subspace of <£« then we denote by F° the annihilator of V in (<i>3)*, i.e. the set of linear functionals on $9 which vanish identically on V.
Theorem. If q<n then 3\&, Z°) = (<S><)°-
Proof. Let LE($a)°, wE$q, and (pEG0. Since cp maps the complement of some compact set K identically it is clear that R^w -w has its support in K and hence belongs to$£. But this implies that L(R^w -w) =0 so LE^0(^Q, Z°).
That conversely every Go-invariant linear functional on $* must vanish on 4>* is an immediate consequence of (7.6). q.e.d.
Corollary.
If M is compact and q<n, then £°(<£9, Z°)=0 and a fortiori di^", Z°)=0. This clearly implies that g is constant near m, and just as above we see that the constant depends only on T. This completes the proof of conclusion (c) and of the theorem. Proof. Since the proof follows along lines very close to those of the preceding theorem we mention only the necessary changes. Let (x) be a spherical coordinate system centered at m such that w = adxiA • • ■ Adxp in a neighborhood of m where a is a constant. The restriction aj,+i=0 in the definition of cp is no longer necessary to insure that R$w = w near m. As a result it follows that the atl...,-a are constant near m. In the definition of \p we demand that xp+i o Tp = cxp+i near m rather than xp+i of = xp+i near m as before. We then have R$w = bpw near m as before and there is an obvious change in RfTw which implies that a<,...,-, vanishes near m unless ij =j. The conclusions of the theorem are then immediate. Proof. Since q>0 it follows from (6.2) that T is localizable. The proof continues exactly as the proof of (9.2).
10. The spaces 3\<&p, $q) and £(<£>", *«) when g>0. 10.1. Theorem. £°(<I>p, <3?9) =0 provided q^p, p + 1, or 0.
Proof. Suppose that TE3°i$p, $?"), wE$p, and mEM. With the given restriction on q we must show that (Tw)m = 0. By (6.2) T is localizable, so by (7.2) it suffices to consider the case where 70 is a basic p-iorm at m. But then (9.1a) and (9.2a) complete the proof.
di$p, 3>9) =0 provided q^p, p + 1, or 0.
10.3. Theorem. 0o($", $p) consists of the constant multiples of the identity mapping provided p^0.
Proof. Let r£#°(<i»\ $"). Since T is localizable by (6.2) it follows from (7.2) that it will be enough to show that there is a constant c such that iTw)m = cwm whenever w is a basic p-iorm at m. Now by (9.1b) there is a constant a such that for any basic p-iorm of the first kind at m, say 6, T8 = a8 in a neighborhood of m. Similarly by (9.2b) there is a constant b such that if 8 is a basic p-iorm at m of the second kind then T8 = bB in a neighborhood of m. We will complete the proof by showing that a = b. Let mEM and let 70 be a basic p-iorm of the second kind at m with wm9^0. Let V be neighborhood of m in which 70 does not vanish and Tw = bw. By (7.3) we can find m'EV such that 70 is the sum of a basic p-iorm of the first kind 8 at m and a basic p-form of the first kind a at m!. Then bwm< = iTw)m' = iT8)m> + iTcr)m' =adm< +acrm>=awm> from which it follows that a = b.
10.4. Corollary.
£(<J?p, $q) consists of the constant multiples of the identity mapping provided p9^0. 10.5. Theorem. ^°(<i>p, <ip+1) consists of the constant multiples of dp.
Proof. Let TE0ai<&p, *p+1) so that T is localizable by (6.2). By (9.1c) there is a real number c such that if 70 is a basic p-form of the first kind at m then Tw = cidpw) near m. If 70 is a basic p-form of the second kind at m then clearly c7>70 vanishes near m and by (9.2b) so does Tw. It then follows from (7.2) that if 70 is any p-form then iTw)m = cidpw)m for each mEM. q.e.d.
11. The spaces S\$p, <£>°) and $($*, $°).
11.1. Lemma. Ifp>0 then ^°($", <t>°) =^0(#", Z°) and tf($p, *°) =4($p, Z°).
Proof. We will prove only the first equality since it plainly implies the second. If p>l then the desired result follows directly from (8.1) and (10.1), so we assume that p = l. Now by (8.1) and (10.3) if r£tf°($\ $°) then do T = cl where / is the identity map of &1 and c is some constant. If c = 0 then by (8.1) TE&°i$p, Z°) as desired, so assume that c^O. Then for each one form 70 on M we get w -diil/c)Tw), i.e. every one form on M is derived. But if this is the case then $1 = Z1 and the lemma follows as a special case of (13.1) which will be proved shortly, q.e.d. Proof. We prove the second equality since it implies the first. Since [/] and ^°($°, Z°) are clearly disjoint subspaces of fr°($°, <S>°) it will suffice to show that any TE8°i$0, $°) can be written as L+cI where LE8°i$0, Z°) and c is some real number. For this it will in turn suffice, because of (8.1), to show that we have diT -d) =0, or d o T = cd for some real number c. But since d o r££°(<t>0, $J) the latter is an immediate consequence of (10.5).
11.3. Theorem. // l^p<w every element of 4°(<i>p, <£>°) vanishes on <WC, while the restriction of any element of &°i$°, <J?°) to $°c is a constant multiple of the identity map. In particular if M is compact then #°(<i>p, $°) = 0($p, <J?0) =0 when l^p<n while #°(<£°, <3?°) and 4(4?°, <£0) consist of constant multiples of the identity mapping.
Proof. Immediate from (11.1), (11.2), and (8.2).
Among the 0°(<i>p, $«) and 0(*p, $«) only ^°($n, $°) and 0($n, $°) are now unaccounted for. Since 3>n = Z" the nature of these spaces can easily be read off from the results of §13 and we state the results here without proof.
